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Sarantos is a solo music artist who started a unique journey in 2014 releasing a song, music video & book
chapter every month. He plans on doing this every month until the day he dies. Although he is a singer-
songwriter, his true passion is lyrics so Sarantos decided to do something no other musician has ever done
before! He wrote this 1st Fantasy Adventure Fiction book mirroring each chapter after the specific song
released that month.

Sarantos has been writing lyrics since he was in the 4th grade and was always mesmerized by words. So
Sarantos decided to do something no other musician has ever done before! He wrote his 1st fiction/fantasy
book in 2014 but decided to raise the bar. The book is titled "Not Where I Wanna Be" which is the exact
same title as his 1st CD. Additionally, Sarantos thought it'd be fun to mirror each chapter after the specific
song released that month.

This is the story of his fantastic journey. Come along for this unusual adventure and prepare to be surprised
at every turn.

Sarantos unique sound has been best described by industry insiders as "an emotionally powerful vocal style
masterfully united with music that is a fusion of classic 80s rock blended with modern soft rock and pop
music!"

In this fiction and fantasy adventure book, Sarantos is a young human male born on Earth, but currently
residing in the home of Wallis on the world of Yarrowtopia. He is 30 years old with dark curly hair and a
sensitive nature. He writes lyrics and plays guitar. He is being taught by Wallis on the skills of using magic,
which he converts into lyrics and sings his spells like a bard of old. He started a band in this new land. He is
in love with Leigh and is best friends with Brad. He has traveled from where he didn’t want to be to where
he wants to be via a message from a dream. Mika, rescued him and brought him to a world where he found
his one true love, Leigh. He loves singing and enjoys his band while still appreciating the luxury of a shower
on his new world, which he incorporated to work with the help of Wallis. Little did he ever realize the
adventure of a lifetime that would unfold...

Sarantos was nominated for 2 awards for the 2014 International Music & Entertainments Awards for the
categories of “Rock Song of the Year” and “Pop Album of the Year”.

Sarantos finally released his long-awaited and eagerly anticipated 1st solo artist music album on November
18th 2014. The diversity on this CD was crazy as Sarantos tackled almost every genre imaginable ranging
from pop, rock, jazz, rap and country. One week later on Black Friday Sarantos also released a Christmas
album. This was a wonderful collection of 4 brand new original Christmas songs, 10 covers of Christmas
classics and 9 inspirational Christmas short stories. Families will enjoy listening to this CD every Christmas
season...

Sarantos music has received rave reviews and he relishes this chance to pursue his life long dream. Sarantos
currently has over 1.4M Social Media followers and is rated #3 on Reverbnation in the pop genre worldwide.
Sarantos performed at the Toronto Music Festival on May 6th to a sold out live audience.



Sarantos has always been inclined to help people in need and is proud to launch his music as a way to donate
a portion of proceeds to charity, hopefully inspiring other artists & writers to do the same. Just a few of the
charities chosen so far include American Cancer Society, American Lung Association, Make-a-Wish
Foundation, American Heart Association, St Jude's, Hellenic Academy, ASERF, American Red Cross,
Salvaton Army, Children's Hospital of Chicago, Chicago Medical School, Thanioton Society & many more.

The website, Melogia (which in Greek means "with words") was established by Sarantos, an aspiring singer
and song writer.

Sarantos Mission or Goal:

My goal when you listen to one of my songs is very simple. I want you to feel the need to:

-Sing
-Dance or move to the groove
-Play the song over
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From reader reviews:

Sybil Moore:

This Not Where I Wanna Be usually are reliable for you who want to be described as a successful person,
why. The reason of this Not Where I Wanna Be can be on the list of great books you must have is usually
giving you more than just simple examining food but feed an individual with information that perhaps will
shock your prior knowledge. This book is usually handy, you can bring it everywhere and whenever your
conditions both in e-book and printed kinds. Beside that this Not Where I Wanna Be forcing you to have an
enormous of experience for instance rich vocabulary, giving you test of critical thinking that could it useful
in your day task. So , let's have it and enjoy reading.

Latasha Hisle:

This book untitled Not Where I Wanna Be to be one of several books that best seller in this year, that's
because when you read this e-book you can get a lot of benefit into it. You will easily to buy that book in the
book retail store or you can order it through online. The publisher on this book sells the e-book too. It makes
you more easily to read this book, since you can read this book in your Cell phone. So there is no reason for
you to past this e-book from your list.

Rodolfo Odum:

Often the book Not Where I Wanna Be will bring that you the new experience of reading any book. The
author style to explain the idea is very unique. Should you try to find new book to learn, this book very
suited to you. The book Not Where I Wanna Be is much recommended to you to read. You can also get the
e-book through the official web site, so you can quicker to read the book.

Tammie Turman:

As a student exactly feel bored to be able to reading. If their teacher asked them to go to the library or make
summary for some e-book, they are complained. Just small students that has reading's soul or real their
passion. They just do what the teacher want, like asked to go to the library. They go to presently there but
nothing reading critically. Any students feel that examining is not important, boring and also can't see
colorful pictures on there. Yeah, it is to get complicated. Book is very important for you personally. As we
know that on this time, many ways to get whatever we really wish for. Likewise word says, ways to reach
Chinese's country. Therefore , this Not Where I Wanna Be can make you sense more interested to read.
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